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Tayade and Babhulkar 1984). 2,3 The spine
should be dissected with utmost caution while
removing the granulation tissue membrane
covering the cord. Most of the patients of
posterior element tuberculosis complain of
backache for a long duration till they develop
neurological deficit. So many times we have
observed as in our above patient that they
directly present with neurodeficit preceded
by minor backache, some of the patients also
have sensory deficit along with backache,
which may be missed. Most of the patients
are treated surgically, after confirming
diagnosis on MRI.

Conclusion

Persistent backache should not be ignored,
it must be closely observed to diagnose such
pathology at an early stage. MRI plays a vital
role in the diagnosis of the lesion and planning
of management. Posterior element
tuberculosis with neurological deficit

whenever treated with surgical
decompression shows dramatic recovery.
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Although common, tuberculosis of the CV junction rarely causes severe destruction of the
atlas. Vital neurologic structures in the vicinity further aggravates the problem. This is a
singular case report, revealing the malignant nature of the tubercular destruction causing
almost total disappearance of the atlas.
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